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Achieve a healthy smile that makes you feel confident and radiates happiness

Why Have Teeth Professionally Cleaned?
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Have you ever wondered if it is really necessary to haveyour teeth professionally cleaned? Isn't it enough to brushand floss at home? Practicing good oral hygiene at homeis very important. but we all have areas that are difficult toreach. Even dental professionals must have periodicprofessional cleanings.
Plaque re-forms within hours around teeth once it isremoved. If it is not removed again it hardens intocalculus. or tartar. Tartar is impossible to remove athome_ Special instruments must be used to remove it.Why does the tartar need to be removed? Tartar buildupleads to bad breath, and periodontal disease. Periodontaldisease can affect other parts of the body, not just themouth. Periodontal disease may be prevented and treated with regular professionalcleanings.
How often should teeth be professionally cleaned? After a thorough examination, the dentalhygienist will recommend a cleaning frequency. This is usually twice a year. For some peoplewho have difficulty maintaining oral hygiene at home. cleanings three or four times a yearmay be recommended.
The hygienist will perform a gum examination. She will measure and record the spacebetween the gums and the teeth throughout the mouth. Next she will scale and polish off theplaque and tartar on the teeth.There are many instruments available to thoroughly scale theteeth. A prophy jet, or prophy angle and paste are used for the final polish. The teeth are thenflossed and fluoride is administered. The hygienist will make the patient as comfortable aspossible during the cleaning.
The dentist and dental hygienist will listen to any questions and concerns that the patient mayhave. Some are interested in cosmetic treatments such as teeth whitening. The options willbe presented after the cleaning.
Professional dental cleanings are important for the entire family. Having children's teethcleaned regularly can help them to establish good habits that can last a lifetime.
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